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Enterprise OSGi in Action: With examples using Apache AriesManning Publications, 2013

	
		Summary

	
		Enterprise OSGI in Action is a hands-on guide for developers using OSGi to build the next generation of enterprise Java applications. By presenting relevant examples and case studies, this book guides the reader through the maze of new standards and projects.

	
		About This Book
...
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Java Message Service API Tutorial and Reference: Messaging for the J2EE PlatformPrentice Hall, 2002
Aimed at the more experienced Java developer who needs to work with enterprise messaging, Java Message Service API Tutorial and Reference delivers starter code and a complete reference to all JMS classes that you will need to know to work effectively with this powerful feature of the J2EE platform.
  The no-nonsense, just-the-facts...
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Accessible Technology in Today's Business (Cpg-Other)Microsoft Press, 2002
Microsoft is dedicated to developing technology that is useable and accessible to all. In ACCESSIBLE TECHNOLOGY IN TODAY'S BUSINESS, business managers discover how to utilize the built-in accessibility features in Microsoft products to meet the needs and preferences of people with disabilities. The book identifies the assistive technology features...
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Radical Embodied Cognitive Science (Bradford Books)MIT Press, 2009
While philosophers of mind have been arguing over the status of mental representations in cognitive science, cognitive scientists have been quietly engaged in studying perception, action, and cognition without explaining them in terms of mental representation. In this book, Anthony Chemero describes this nonrepresentational approach (which he terms...
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Moodle 1.9 Teaching TechniquesPackt Publishing, 2010
Creative ways to build powerful and effective online courses

	Motivate students from all backgrounds, generations, and learning styles
	When and how to apply the different learning solutions with workarounds, providing alternative solutions
	Easy-to-follow, step-by-step instructions with screenshots...
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Learn Java for Web Development: Modern Java Web DevelopmentApress, 2014

	Web development is still one of today's most popular, active, and important programming and development activities. From a single web page to an e-commerce-enabled web site to a fully-fledged web application, the Java programming language and its frameworks allow you great...
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The Complement System: Novel Roles in Health and DiseaseSpringer, 2004

	As a phylogenetically old system complement is now regarded as a part of innate immunity. But it is much more than that. It bridges innate and adapted immunity, participates not only in host defense but also in many essential physiological processes, old and new diseases and adverse conditions. Indeed, complement became a term that almost...
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Sencha Touch in ActionManning Publications, 2013

	
		Summary

	
		Sencha Touch in Action is the definitive guide to developing applications with Sencha Touch. You'll begin with basic design principles for building great mobile applications, and then explore the features of Sencha Touch that bring those ideas to life. You'll learn how and why objects...
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Information Systems: Achieving Success by Avoiding FailureJohn Wiley & Sons, 2005
Despite people’s best efforts information systems are particularly prone to failure. Some systems never materialize, others appear late and/or over budget and those that are implemented often fail to deliver the promised levels of performance. The consequences of these failures affect people throughout the organization concerned and beyond,...
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Chemistry for Pharmacy Students: General, Organic and Natural Product ChemistryJohn Wiley & Sons, 2007
"This book has succeeded in covering the basic chemistry essentials required by the pharmaceutical science student… the undergraduate reader, be they chemist, biologist or pharmacist will find this an interesting and valuable read." –Journal of Chemical Biology, May 2009

    Chemistry for Pharmacy...
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Beginning Java EE 6 with GlassFish 3, Second EditionApress, 2010

	Java Enterprise Edition (Java EE) continues to be one of the leading Java technologies and platforms from Oracle (previously Sun). Beginning Java EE 6 Platform with GlassFish 3, Second Edition is this first tutorial book on the final (RTM) version of the Java EE 6 Platform.


	Step by step and easy to follow, this book...
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Online Dating as A Strategic Game: Why and How Men in Hong Kong Use QQ to Chase Women in Mainland ChinaSpringer, 2013

	Based on a study using online ethnography as the major research method, this book explains why and how men in Hong Kong use QQ—an online instant messenger—to “chase” women in mainland China, especially in the neighboring city of Shenzhen. Chasing women through QQ is a reciprocal exchange process during which the...
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